
 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Construction risk and general liability insurance 
A general liability policy (“GL”) issued to a person or entity for commercial insurable exposures, whether based on 
standardized forms or not,1 may not provide sufficient coverage to a Project Owner (“Owner”) when building 
construction exposures (“Project”) are considered.    The usual risk management practice of an Owner is to require 
certain types of insurance from the general contractor (“GC”) during all phases of construction. Structure of 
insurance, especially for building construction, should never be a rote process.  This is especially true for the need 
for general liability insurance for Owner and GC.      
 

Owner’s GL insurance objectives 
Owner can obtain construction GL from GC, as deemed appropriate, to isolate Owner’s construction GL exposures 
from Owner’s non-construction GL exposures. This objective assumes Owner’s current GL insurer is comfortable 
with Owner’s construction exposures and has not added any construction limitations or exclusions to Owner’s GL at 
policy issuance or during the term of the policy.  If construction limitations exist then Owner should consider 
coverage options identified below to gain GL coverage for its construction insurable exposures and not to simply 
isolate Owner’s GL from its construction exposures.       
 

Owner’s GL for the construction project 
Even when a construction contract between includes satisfactory construction indemnification2 and GL insurance 
responsibilities from GC in favor of Owner, Owner should still consider possible other liability policies for its 
construction exposures that may be outside of GC’s insurance responsibilities. Owner’s insurance decisions should 
be guided by Project cost, extent of its insurable GL exposures and completeness of GL for Project whether from 
Owner’s existing GL,  from coverage provided to Owner from GC or Project specific insurance.    
 

What GL options can the Owner consider during the planning stage of the proposed construction project?  
 

Insurance for Owner from GC 
• Additional Insured: A reasonable and expected coverage request by Owner is for GC to include Owner as 

an additional insured (“AI”) on GC’s GL.  While there are different degrees of AI that may be provided to 
Owner by GC’s GL insurer, it is more likely than not that such coverage will be limited and not equal to 
Owner’s actual insurable exposures.     

 

AI coverage for Owner on GC’s GL may be limited to the extent that Owner is vicariously liable for injuries 
and damages caused by GC’s negligence.  This leaves Owner uninsured as AI for claims for injuries and 
damages for which Owner alone is negligent.  For example:  

 

An employee of GC (or of a subcontractor) is injured on the construction site due to premises condition 
created by Owner (buried pipe, old/unused septic system, etc.).  The GC/subcontractor employee can sue 
the Owner directly for such damages as pain and suffering, loss of consortium, etc. and similar damages are 
not subject to workers compensation insurance maintained by GC as employer.  If the claim is not covered 
for Owner as AI then it is likely that Owner’s GL may cover the claim directly (only in the absence of any 
construction exposure limitations or exclusions added specifically by Owner’s GL insurer when it learns of 
Owner’s construction exposure).    

 

While completed operations claims are usually considered GC’s exposure it can create claims against the 
Owner as well.3  Depending on the AI endorsement used by GC, Owner may be covered as AI only for 
construction premises related claims and not completed operations.  Owner should be covered for both its 

                                                      
1Commercial insurance policy forms may be standardized if an insurer uses forms based on filings by organizations such as Insurance Services Office. 
For purposes of this article all discussion of policy forms are based on ISO filings unless stated otherwise.  
 
 
2Many states limit the indemnification that can be sought from a GC in favor of Owner as Owner may not be allowed indemnification by GC for Owner’s 
sole negligence.  
 
3An example of an Owner’s completed operations claim: GC builds apartment building for Owner and certain units have an exterior deck.  Deck 
collapses due to GC’s negligent installation. Owner and GC are sued by injured parties. Some claims against owner may arise if GC is out of business 
and no provision was made for GC to carry extended completed operations coverage    
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premises and completed operations exposures, even if such coverage under GC’s GL is limited to Owner’s 
vicarious liability from GC’s construction activities.  

 

• Owners Contractors Protective (“OCP”): Owner may require an OCP liability policy from GC as a 
means to extend some GL-type coverage to Owner from GC (i.e. bridge gap from limited AI coverage).  
OCP is liability insurance obtained for Owner by GC at GC’s cost4 that can provide more coverage to Owner 
broader than provided as AI on GC’s GL.  This can be considered a further attempt by Owner to isolate its 
GL from claims that arise out of GC’s construction exposures or to seek coverage if Owner’s GL does not 
adequately insure construction exposures.  OCP coverage is not inexpensive and be seen as a significant 
construction insurance cost.    

 

The extent of OCP coverage for Owner’s negligence is limited to claims for injuries and damages that arise 
solely out of Owner’s failure to properly supervise the GC.  Thus Owner may not totally isolate its GL from 
construction exposures or adequately “fill-in” construction coverage gaps in its own GL.  It is not advisable 
for an Owner to rely just on OCP for Owner’s legal liability for construction related claims for injuries or 
damages.          

 

Construction Insurance by Owner’s Interest GL Policy.  
Owner may not be adequately insured when its construction GL is limited to AI status on GC’s GL or as insured 
under OCP.  An “Owner’s Interest Liability” policy (“Owner’s Interest”) can be purchased by Owner to isolate 
Owner’s GL policy from construction insurable exposures, fill in gaps that may exist from GC provided GL and cover 
gaps found in Owner’s GL.  
 

This type of policy can be structured to not only provide needed coverage for Owner but can include the GC as an 
equal named insured.  When an Owners Interest policy insures Owner and GC it creates many benefits to both of 
Owner and GC. This type of arrangement is often referred to as a Mini-Wrap. Typical attributes of the Mini-Wrap 
include: 
 

• Isolate Owner’s GL that is primarily intended to insure Owner’s non-construction GL insurable exposures. 
 

• Negate need for AI and/or OCP from GC for Owner thus providing cost savings to Owner. 
 

• Contain dedicated limits for GC that cannot be eroded or exhausted by claims against GC from unrelated 
construction exposures. 

 

• Include completed operations coverage to Owner in addition to GC.5 
 

• Create potential for broader coverage for Owner and GC when exclusions such as subsidence, applicable to 
a GC’s GL that covers many construction projects, are outside the coverage terms of a Mini-Wrap.6 

 

• Provide GL insurance base to Owner to obtain better coverage and lower cost from excess liability 
insurance (i.e. “umbrella) for Owner that may be extended to GC as well.  in coverage and cost. 

 

• Limit potential for coverage litigation between Owner and GC.  
 

Conclusion 
Construction risk management and proper use of insurance is a complex process.  An Owner is best served when 
its GL risk and insurance issues are discussed early on with risk management professionals when Owner first plans 
a building construction project.  This is especially true if an Owner’s Interest policy is to be considered for Owner 
alone or as Mini-Wrap for Owner and GC. An Owner’s approach to construction risk and insurance should begin 
well before any contract drafting to ensure Owner and GC have adequate time to consider the cost/benefit of all 
forms of construction insurance: but especially a Mini-Wrap.   
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4Cost is likely a reimbursable cost which is allocated back to Owner by GC.  
 
5GC’s coverage may be insufficient at time of claim or non-existent if not properly renewed by GC, especially if GC has gone out of business.  Coverage 
period may be as long as 10 years or that period equal to a state’s statute of repose..   
 
6Subsidence exposures can be created during GC operations such as demolition, site prep and shoring/earthwork.   


